Porcupine Catalog
Fall 2019—early 2020

Bali
Size/sex: On the small side of medium
History: If it is the same animal, Bali was a YOY in 2018-2019
and returned in fall 2019 by 10/7
Diagnostics:
 Round (rolly-polly)
 Very yellow with a short (almost crew cut) shock
 White wings behind the eyes, lower cheek brown
 Small pointed snout in front of a ball-shaped body
 VERY skittish
 Rosette and tail surrounded by long yellow hairs, quite a
display when alarmed (which she often is)
Notes: Extremely skittish; if the same as the 2018-2019 porcupine, never got used to my presence as the other YOYs did,
remained skittish in 2019, though perhaps less so. This is not
a 100% re-identification between years, but long yellow hairs,
round body, skittishness, and size point to it. However, this
cannot be verified with photos yet.

Curtis
Size/sex: Medium
History: Recognized December 2019, but had been a
frequent visitor all fall; may be a returnee from 2018-19;
likely the porcupine found under the fireplace with Rival’s body on 1/12/20 and possibly the porcupine with
both eyes swollen shut on 1/1/20.

Diagnostics:
 Yellow
 White edge to back of cheeks that extend along the
lower jaw (very slight mutton chops)
 While quill shafts visible across the forehead
Notes: Very friendly; though somehow staying behind
the scenes until mid-December 2019; happy to have his
nose stroked, but does not scratch at the door or otherwise make his presence known.

Cyrano
Size/sex: Large, presumably male
History: Seen in fall 2019 during the breeding season
Diagnostics:
 Yellow
 White quills appear in the shock
 Snout noticeably widens at the end (especially in person)
 Similar size and coat to Lucy
Notes: Fairly easy going; saw often during the breeding season, but not afterwards. There were multiple large yellow
porcupines, so these could represent different animals, but
the face does seem consistent in these. Other yellows were
Curtis (medium sized with more white in the face) and Lem/
Limpy, also with more white in the face.

Demeter
Size/sex: Medium
History: Returned for the season by 11/4; likely a
frequent visitor in the 2018-2019 season
Diagnostics:
 Solid black back
 Shock is short with few hairs and goes straight
back against the forehead on either side of the
centerline (yellow tips virtually disappear when
wet); shock does not extend much above the
coat
 Yellow shock melds with full white “wings” behind the eyes
Notes: Readily poses for cameras, but is often skittish
and runs away. Formerly known as “Bifork medium”.

Gemma
Size/sex: Medium-large
History: Frequent visitor in fall 2019; the photo outlined in blue is
from April 1, 2019, and appears to be the same porcupine (the
only clear photo of this porcupine from the 2018-2019 season)
Diagnostics:
 Solid brown back
 Large white cheek patches all the way down
 No mutton chops
 Intrusion of brown into white cheeks below eye level
 Tall, thin yellow shock top (thin front to back) which may lean
over the forehead
Notes: Mild, tolerant, no obvious urge to come inside or Interact,
frequent visitor until late 2019.

Lem (“Limpy”)
Size/sex: Large, presumably male
History: Seen in fall 2019 during the breeding season
Diagnostics:




Yellow
Yellow shock
White edge to cheeks, slightly wispy at the bottom, mild mutton chops

Notes: Was certainly one of the “big yellows” on the porch over the fall, then was killed on
Highland Drive on Thanksgiving (11/28/19). He was last seen on trail cam videos the evening
of 11/26. I was only able to identify him after he started holding his front left paw off the
ground a few weeks earlier; he also got a thin clump of white hair over his left side. I only
saw “Limpy” a couple of times in person, but he was often seen during that time on game
camera videos. The two photos here are from an 11/24 encounter in which this porcupine
sniffed my hand at the door. I described him as “somewhat skittish but easy going” and identified him as “the limpy one” presumably from the limp, maybe the hair clump too.

Lucy
Size/sex: Large male
History: The first to arrive for the season on 9/26
Diagnostics:
 Very yellow; white cheeks
 Shock extends straight back from a straight nose
 Nose is straight, no bulging
 Noticeable part down the neck, especially when wet
Notes: Very friendly, likes to come inside, gained a taste for
apples for the first time in 2019, easy to pet on the back,
will sniff noses but does not like the smell (shakes his head),
readily eats from the hand and holds hands, scratches at the
French doors, always shows up for guests, will turn around
if called, follows me around inside the house, good house
guest, best porcupine ever, Squeak’s successor. Occasionally disappeared for significant periods during the winter,
especially after his first winter and before his sixth winter.

Mortimer
Size/sex: Large male
History: First photographed 12/22/18 and stayed the season; returned on 10/22/19 and dominated the breeding season (photo
outlined in blue is from 2018-2019 season)
Diagnostics:
 Dark back with short yellow tips
 Tall, dark yellow-orange shock top that curves dramatically
over the forehead, obscuring his face from above
 Snout looks like it has a wrinkle in it from the side, especially in
videos; scarred
 Sparse white hairs behind eyes
 From some angles, has surprisingly straight and mild snout
Notes: Friendly, will come over to greet people
outside, often when called; allows nose strokes
and petting. Buffaloed all other males in the
2019 season, attacking other males often both
from the deck and the front feeder. Some other
porcupines actively avoided him when they
spotted him, sometimes too late. Urine-marked
all over the deck during the breeding season.
Prior to a few multi-day expeditions elsewhere
in late December, he was often seen multiple
times on the deck during the night. Often sleeps
on the front porch or in front of the French
doors, once in the vestibule of Justice’s mew
when he followed my mother there. In 2019 he
climbed on garden ornaments and a wine box
to reach the window to the side of the front
door to scratch at it. Loves apples. Began to
come inside in late 2019; avidly explores and
can be coaxed back out with an apple. In 2020,
often hums when encountered; frequent day
visitor in early 2020, often sleeping in the boat
shelter. A real porcupine friend.

Nova
Size/sex: Large, presumably male by size and scaring
History: Fall 2019
Diagnostics:


Wide white edge to the back of the check from above the eye all the way down; comes forward behind the eye (making eye wings that connect with the rest of the white cheeks)



Wide white edge to bottom of cheek suggestive of mutton chops, but doesn’t come forward
enough, slightly wispy



Solid black back
Orange-yellow shock straight up from forehead splays out like a rays (hence Nova);
longer than Starburst’s

Notes: Probably encountered a number of times
and in videos more often; he is the more skittish
of the two originally called “Starbursts” and
often runs away if I do anything unusual.

Pirate
Size/sex: On the small side of medium
History: Identified while making this guide, probably considered
a “Three”; turned out to be Pirate, who was a very common
night time visitor in fall 2019
Diagnostics:
 On the small side of a “medium” porcupine, such that he
can be mistaken for a YOY in videos
 His right eye does not reflect infrared light, making him
easy to distinguish in trail cam videos
 Solid brown back with thin (spaced) yellow shock that goes
straight back from the forehead
 White on the top of the cheek behind the eye with a few
white hairs on the lower cheek
 White wisps curl down from the bottom back of the cheeks

Notes: Unknown, but posed nicely for photos at least twice.
Identified as Pirate through one encounter on December 8, 2019, in which the
trail camera was recording and I took
photos as well. He is extremely feisty with
other porcupines, aggressively defending
his feeder from all others by high pitched
squeaking and lunges; he goes unchallenged. Seems to appear most often in
the front feeder, though the camera favored that feeder fall 2019 (the back is
often less visible).

Rival
Size/sex: Medium sized male
History: Appeared October 2018 when courting Jezreel and stayed the winter; arrived in fall 2019 on 10/21/19 and was a regular until he died around
1/11/20. He was found under the fireplace with his head laying between the
culvert and the house, facing the porch on the 12th. RIP, my friend.
Diagnostics:
 Extremely yellow (golden in the sunlight), unlike any other
 Very white cheeks (to match his coat) that extend over his eyes
Notes: Very tolerant, mellow, seems to just go about his business; attacked
another male once in 2019 from the front feeder. Favored his left front paw
in fall 2019, holding it off the ground for a couple of weeks, then limping into
2020. One day during that time he had a runny nose and crusty eyes. Got a
wound in his right snout in early 2020 where the skin and hair were missing
in about a 1/2” rectangle. Loved apples.

Rupert
Size: Medium
History: Returned fall 2019 by 10/22 (frequent and beloved visitor in 2018-2019 or earlier)
Diagnostics:



Solid black back with dark yellow shock and contrasting fringe
Dense yellow shock, thickest in center, comes down over the ears a little and extends
down the center of the forehead toward the nose: course, upright, and tapering toward
the front



Distinct mutton chops and white hairs above and behind eyes

Notes: Very friendly; scratches at the front door; loves apples; easy to smooch on the snout
(may lack whiskers over the top, or may simply be amenable to it); will grasp at hands and try
to nibble; would like to come in the house; tends to be restless on the porch in videos, bouncing between feeders and not settling down, especially if full. Called “Rupert-like” and
“Rasputin” until a careful look through photos revealed unequivocally that this is Rupert from
the previous season (I had suspected the decomposing avalanche porcupine to be him).

Splash
Size/sex: On the small side of medium
History: Confused with Zephyr until making this catalog
(not surprising given the large number of “medium” porcupines, few of which I could identify as individuals);
very likely Splash (YOY) from the previous season,
though the back of the body is less yellow. Arrived fall
2019 on 9/28.
Diagnostics:
 Solid brown body
 Yellow shock straight back from snout, slightly parted in the middle
 The follicle for a whisker just above the left eye is
visible, especially in photos with flash (less clear on
the right eye)
 Sparse white hairs behind the eye, all above eye
centerline (Zephyr’s hairs go a short distance below
the eye)
 Cute” face, sofer than Zephyr’s
 Long yellow hairs over rosette
Notes: Mellow; doesn’t
seek out interactions,
but is tolerant of humans and photography.

Starburst
Size/sex: Large (presumably male)
History: Arrived in the fall by 10/30/19
Diagnostics:
 Solid black back in stark contrast with orange-yellow highlights
 Sparse white hairs above and behind the eye down the back of the cheek
 Orange-yellow shock straight up from forehead splays out like a rays (hence Starburst) half
way down the cheek; shorter than Nova’s similar
shock
Notes: Frequent visitor in fall 2019 and early
2020; tolerant of photography and presence at
the door but very skittish of anything unusual
(e.g., filling feeders). Played with Lichen twice
one evening.

Tertullian
Size/sex: On the small side of medium
History: Arrived fall 2019 on 10/22; could be a returnee
Diagnostics:


Very white cheeks (close behind the eye, father back on the
lower cheeks) with long mutton chops





Dark back
Shaggy yellow shock with white hairs across the forehead
About six distinct white hairs spaced around the fringe of his
rosette that are obvious in daylight and on trail cam videos

Notes: Friendly and tolerant, loves apples. A very similar looking
porcupine was around 2018-2019 but facial hairs may not match
up. Could be summer visitor 5/22/19. He was a frequent daytime
visitor by early 2020 and it one of the most commonly seen.

Tertullian 2
Size/sex: Medium, a little larger than Tertullian
History: Appears in early 2020 photos, probably sometimes confused with Tertullian
in fall 2019 especially in trail cam videos
Diagnostics:
 Back has yellow tips
 White cheeks extending all the way down
 Thick shaggy shock sticks up from forehead, short whitish hairs in front
 About six loose quills circling rosette that show up on trail cam videos
Notes: I had suspicions in fall 2019 that there were two Tertullians, but this was not
clarified until early 2020 in making this catalog. May be very skittish.

Toby
Size/sex: Medium
History: Photographed and identified as an individual in January 2020
Diagnostics:





Yellow back over blackish undercoat
Yellow shock at almost right angle from the forehead when dry
Long yellow hairs overhanging the rosette
White eye wings slope up and back from the eye (no white directly
above the eye)

Notes: Has allowed close photos; on
2/4/20, was near the door and comfortable enough to take an apple
from my hand. Squeaked away Lucy
who was trying to approach me. He
had a small cut over his left eye that
night.

Dark medium (unnamed)
Size/sex: Medium (on the large side of medium)
History: Seen in 2019, may be returned from 20182019
Diagnostics:
 Solid brown with small, soft yellow tipped shock
 Very subtle aura of orange tipped hairs around
the neck behind the shock




Sweet face, somewhat reminiscent of Jezreel
Yellow hairs overhang rosette, but not dramatically
Tiny cluster of white hairs/quills well behind and
slightly above the eye

Notes: Frequent visitor in fall 2019, very mild and
tolerant, often at the door or in
the back feeder. Prior to her loss
of quills, was probably confused
with White Quill. There were at
least two similar porcupines
coming around in late 2019; that
could have been WQ and this
one, or there could be more
“dark mediums.” The blue bordered photos are of the same
animal and green bordered photos are of the same animal; the
faces look very similar, but are
the tails?

White Quill (Forked Tail)
Size/sex: Medium (on the large side of medium)
History: Seen in fall 2019 through early 2020, likely from previous years
Diagnostics:



Solid brown (very subtle yellow tips) with yellow tipped shock
Some of the yellow hairs on the end of the tail are missing, making a small
gap in the very end (with just a few hairs) and the slight appearance of a forked tail
 Thin white patch behind the eye extends below the
eye with a few hairs, though they don’t always show up
(other dark medium’s white does not extend below )
 Late in 2019, a large section of quills were lost from
the tail, baring the white quill shafts


In early 2020, has a white hair clump on the right back

Notes: Undifferentiated until the missing quills made identification consistently possible. Fairly mellow and tolerant.
In early 2020 was often seen in the day time at the feeders
and denning under the fireplace. Likes apples.

Zephyr(s)
Size/sex: Medium
History: One (or more) of the first medium/yearlingish sized porcupines to
arrive in 2019; likely one or more returnees, as she/they clearly knew the
routine and were approachable. The first arrived fall 2019 by 9/28; one of
them was called “One” for fall 2019 until I could better distinguish between
medium porcupines and determine she was not Splash. Detailed review of
these photos suggest that blue bordered photos are not the same as the
green bordered photo based on cheek hairs and these were taken one day
apart. Not seen much if at all for photos in 2020.
Diagnostics:
 Brown body with yellow tips on the back
 Yellow shock straight back from snout, slightly parted in the middle
 The follicle for a whisker just above the left eye is visible, especially in
photos with flash (less clear on the right eye)
 Subtle white eye “wings” with a straight leading edge above the eye
 Long yellow hairs over the rosette
Notes: Tolerant, will avidly sniff an extended hand and allow some stroking.

Canebrake
Size/sex: Medium/large
History: Seen a few times in fall 2019 and more often during the evenings in
early 2020
Diagnostics:
 May appear solid black on back, but is tipped in yellow
 Dark yellow-orange shock straight up from over the forehead and spread
across the forehead; a few white hairs mixed in the bottom




Small patch of white well behind the eye
A few speckly hairs at the bottom of the cheek (very distinctive)
Distinct long snout that widens at the end at certain angles (can also appear
blunt).

Notes: Unknown in early January (identified making this guide) but has been a
frequent visitor since. He hasn’t interacted, but allows close photos and is not
nervous with me on the porch. The photos are color coded to different encounters.

Unnamed A
Size/sex: Medium
History: Identified while making this guide (mid-December 2019); appears to have
been a fairly regular fall 2019 visitor into early 2020, but has not bee seen (identified)
since
Diagnostics:
 Dark back
 Long, slightly overhanging yellow shock
 Distinct white patch behind the eye; speckled white hairs above and below
Notes: Unknown. Could have been
confused with Gemma. Appeared with
loose quills on the rosette and tail on
12/31/19.

Unnamed B
Size/sex: Medium
History: Identified while making this guide from two photos (one from November 2019
and one from December 2019); he appears again in photos late January 2020 (if the same
animal)
Diagnostics:
 Yellow-tipped back
 Bright yellow shock straight up from forehead with white mixed in the front of it
across the forehead
 Distinct gap in white cheeks below the ear and dark directly above the eye; lower
cheek dark
 Longer, softer hairs make a wispy white beard at the back of the lower jaws

Young of the Year

Arnica
Size/sex: YOY
History: Fall 2019 YOY, the earliest of these photos is from
11/8; frequently seen in the evenings in early 2020
Diagnostics:
 Yellow
 Sparse, somewhat speckly white behind the eyes with a
solid brown spot right behind the eye
 Short yellow shock
Notes: Not differentiated from other YOYs until January 2020.
Very similar face to Nettles, but is yellow and the white is
somewhat more speckly. Very tolerant and likes apples. Could
be Rhinoceros from early November. Played with Lucy in early
February.

Brambles
Size/sex: YOY
History: Fall 2019 YOY, arrived by 11/10
Diagnostics:




Solid black body
Yellow shock in the center of the forehead
Bright white wings behind the eyes, no white below the eye

Notes: Not differentiated from other YOYs until January 2020. Very
similar to Briar and could easily be confused (some of the photos
collected for this YOY could be the other), but the white wings are
fuller (less speckly).

Briar
Size/sex: YOY
History: Fall 2019 YOY, arrived by 11/27; frequent late 2019/early 2020
Diagnostics:





Dark, yellow tipped back
Yellow shock down the middle of the forehead, often appears to be
pressed against the forehead
Speckly white wings above and behind the eyes
Frizzy yellow hairs slightly overhanging rosette

Notes: Not differentiated from other
YOYs until January 2020. Similar shock
and facial hair to Brambles, but wings
are speckly and do not stand out as
much. Photos outlined in blue are from
the same time, showing how the white
can disappear at certain angles.

Cotton
Size/sex: YOY
History: Fall 2019 YOY, arrived by 12/6
Diagnostics:



Very yellow
Bright white eye wings

Notes: Not differentiated from other YOYs
until February 2020. Very similar to Briar
except that the back is yellow instead of
solid brown. Could also be multiple porcupines.

Lichen
Size/sex: YOY
History: Fall 2019 YOY, arrived by 12/7
Diagnostics:





White eye wings
White edge to the back of cheeks all
the way down—long, thin mutton
chops that don’t come far forward
along the jaw
Yellow body, but can appear dark

Notes: Not differentiated from other YOYs
until January 2020; played with Tertullian
and Starburst 1/31/20 and White Quill
2/1/20.

Nettles
Size/sex: YOY
History: A similar YOY arrived by 11/11, but I am only confident of Nettles as an individual after 1/25 (all photos are
from that point on)
Diagnostics:
 Brown
 Sparse white behind the eyes, lines (not speckles)
 Very short, inconspicuous yellow shock
 Short yellow hairs around rosette
Notes: Not differentiated from other YOYs until January
2020. Frequent visitor in early 2020, scratching often at the
door. Loves apples. After taking an apple while on the deck,
he would immediately turn his back to me and BACK UP a
little, sometimes into the house or against my knees. Very
bold, frequently starting to come inside, though I’m not sure
he knew where he was going. Sometimes snatches apples
aggressively and tries to take them from the mouths of
adults.

Orchid
Size/sex: YOY
History: Distinguished in early February 2020
Diagnostics:
 Back faintly tipped in yellow or brown
 Very thin white patch behind the eyes
 Short yellow shock
Notes: Assumed to be Arnica after Arnica was differentiated from other YOYs, but
is very skittish whereas Arnica is very comfortable (so skittish that head shots are
very difficult). The white in the cheek is slightly different. Probably seen before, but
these are from two encounters (in one, Arnica was seen later the same evening).

Midnight?
Size/sex: YOY
History: Fall 2019 YOY; the earliest of these photos is from 11/5
Diagnostics:
 Black undercoat with yellow highlights
 Short yellow shock straight back from forehead
 Almost no white in the cheeks
 Short hairs over the rosette
Notes: Photos are from two encounters on 11/5 and 12/22. These
could be one or two other YOYs, or a new animal with very little
white in the face. Arnica is one possibility.

Other Dark YOY(s)
Size/sex: YOY(s)
History: Fall 2019/early 2020
Diagnostics:
 Black undercoat with yellow highlights
 Just a few white hairs in the face
 Possible yellow “mane” around
the face
Notes: I can’t equate these photos
with another porcupine; these are
from five different encounters, but
this may not be a unique individual or
may be an otherwise identified YOY.

